A model is proposed that can be used to classify algorithms as inherently sequential. The model captures the internal computations of algorithms. Previous work in complexity theory has focused on the solutions algorithms compute. Direct comparison of algorithms within the framework of the model is possible. The model is useful for identifying hard to parallelize constructs that should be avoided by parallel programmers.
Abstract
A model is proposed that can be used to classify algorithms as inherently sequential. The model captures the internal computations of algorithms. Previous work in complexity theory has focused on the solutions algorithms compute. Direct comparison of algorithms within the framework of the model is possible. The model is useful for identifying hard to parallelize constructs that should be avoided by parallel programmers.
The model's utility is demonstrated via applications to graph searching. A stack breadth-rst search (BFS) algorithm is analyzed and proved inherently sequential. The proof technique used in the reduction is a new one. The result for stack BFS sharply contrasts a result showing that a queue based BFS algorithm is in NC. An NC algorithm to compute greedy depth-rst search numbers in a dag is presented, and a result proving that a combination search strategy called breadth-depth search is inherently sequential is also given. Parallel programming is not nearly as well understood as sequential programming. As a result many parallel programmers begin coding using a well-known sequential algorithm. Parallelizing an existing sequential program seems to be easier than rethinking an old solution or than writing an entirely new parallel program. In addition, if a programmer uses an e cient sequential algorithm to begin with then they might hope a parallel version of the same program will be e cient. The large volume of existing sequential code has prompted some researchers to attempt to automate this process by building \parallelizing compilers" 4], 22]. The theory behind such compilers is to automatically extract parallelism from the sequential code. In this paper we develop a model that provides evidence suggesting such a procedure will not yield desirable results in many situations.
List of Symbols
The mathematical model we develop helps to classify algorithms as inherently sequential. The phrase \inherently sequential" is de ned precisely in Section 2. Informally, an algorithm is called inherently sequential if the algorithm's running time cannot be sped up signi cantly regardless of the number of processors used. Although a great deal of research has been conducted along the lines of nding decision problems that are di cult to parallelize, the theme of that work has not always been directly on algorithms 14], 15], 24]. Instead, this research has focused on determining the complexity of the solutions algorithms compute 5]. The focus of the new model is on understanding algorithmic complexity via a study of the intermediate computation steps of algorithms.
The applications we present focus on the parallel complexity of breadth-rst search (BFS) 10] and depth-rst search (DFS) 28]. BFS is in NC. Gazit and Miller presented an algorithm for assigning BFS level numbers of a directed graph using the EREW PRAM model 11]. Their algorithm runs in time O(log 2 n) and uses M(n) processors, where M(n) denotes the number of processors required to multiply two n n matrices in log n time on an EREW PRAM. Throughout the remainder of this paper, M(n) denotes this value. The best known bound for M(n) is O(n 2:376 ) 7]. We show a stack based BFS is inherently sequential in Section 3. In Section 5 we prove a queue based BFS is in NC. Using a di erent approach, de la Torre and Kruskal independently showed that the problem of constructing the lexicographic BFS numbering of a directed graph is in NC 8] . This numbering is essentially the same as the numbering constructed by the queue BFS algorithm. Recently, in 9] they have improved the processor bound to M(n).
The parallel complexity of DFS has also been widely studied. Reif proved a greedy DFS was P-complete 25]. Aggarwal and Anderson presented an RNC algorithm for constructing a DFS tree for an undirected graph 1]. Ghosh and Bhattacharjee presented a result showing that computing the lexicographic DFS of a directed acyclic graph (dag) was in NC 12] . Aggarwal, Anderson, and Kao 2] reported an error in this result. They reported that Zhang has corrected the error 31]. The corrected solution, however, was not for the greedy versions of the problem. Smith showed DFS trees for undirected planar graphs can be constructed in NC 27] . The bounds for his result were improved by He and Yesha 16] , and independently by J aJ a and Kosaraju 18] . Kao showed that directed planar depth-rst search is in NC 19] . Aggarwal, Anderson, and Kao showed a DFS tree for directed graphs could be constructed in RNC 2] . In Section 4 we show that computing an ordered DFS numbering for a dag is in NC. This is the rst NC algorithm to compute a greedy DFS. Independently, de la Torre and Kruskal showed a similar result in which they construct numberings from every source 8]. Recently, in 9] they have improved the processor bound to M(n).
In Section 6 we show that a combination search strategy called breadth-depth search is inherently sequential. We begin by outlining the model.
A Description of the Model
Our goal is to formulate a model powerful enough to classify algorithms with respect to their parallel complexities. It is convenient to base the description of the model on the random access machine (RAM) 3]. The idea behind the model is to assign a value to each computation step of an algorithm. By examining the sequence of values an algorithm generates we hope to be able to determine its parallel complexity.
A RAM algorithm is a RAM program whose statements are numbered consecutively. Each RAM algorithm statement is assigned an associated value. The value is the valuation of the left hand side of the statement. We assume the instruction has already been executed. Note that for indirect instructions (STORE *i and READ *i) there are two values associated with the instruction; the second value determines which cell was read or written. We associate a function with a particular RAM algorithm by considering the sequence of statements executed by the RAM algorithm and the values computed by those statements. Let n = jxj. For all algorithms that halt on all inputs, we de ne f A (x) to be f A (x; T(n)), where T(n) denotes the maximum running time of algorithm A on inputs of length n. The length of the ow function for algorithm A, denoted jf A j, is related to the running time of A. From the value of the RAM ow function and the speci cation of the RAM algorithm, a family of NC circuits can be de ned that determines the output of the RAM. The n th circuit will apply to values of the ow function having length n.
De nition of an Inherently Sequential Algorithm
The phrase inherently sequential is used in research papers to indicate the highly sequential nature of problems and their corresponding algorithms. The phrase has not been de ned rigorously for algorithms. The following de nition is compatible with the intuitive usage of the phrase but gives that meaning a mathematical foundation. 14] , showing f L is NC reducible to f A is enough to prove the theorem. But f L (x) = 1 if and only if the last number written by A into register 0 is a 1, and whether this is true can easily be determined from f A (x) in NC.
Theorem 2.1 shows the model has a desired property | any algorithm solving a P-complete problem is inherently sequential. The interesting feature of the model is not so much this fact but instead is the framework it provides to prove that there are natural inherently sequential algorithms solving problems whose solutions are in NC.
Justi cation for a High Level Model
In this section, a few comments on using an ALGOL like language in the model are given. For each ALGOL statement we can de ne a high level trace of the statement. The overall trace represents a natural trace of the execution of the ALGOL program de ned in terms of the natural semantics of the language. An important feature of this high level trace is that there is an NC circuit which given the trace, a variable x, and a time t, can determine the last value stored in x prior to the t th step of the trace. Thus, given a simple compiler for ALGOL, there is an NC circuit that maps a high level trace into the RAM level trace of the compiled program and vice versa. It follows that both of the traces are inherently sequential or both are not. This suggests for example that examining the dependency graph of an inherently sequential algorithm is not going to yield a strategy to obtain signi cant speedups, if the same intermediate values as appear in the dependency graph need to be computed. This suggests a parallelizing compiler is very unlikely to get e cient parallel code out of an inherently sequential algorithm.
Stack BFS is Inherently Sequential
BFS is a well-known technique for nding the shortest path between two vertices in a graph 10]. BFS also generalizes to branch-and-bound strategies 17]. Two natural data structures for implementing BFS are queues and stacks. Figure 1 depicts the stack BFS algorithm. In Figure 2 we illustrate the behavior of the algorithm. Part (a) shows a graph and the designated start vertex s. Part (b) depicts the corresponding stack BFS numbering and tree assuming the vertices are ordered from left to right by their adjacency lists. In order to prove the stack BFS algorithm is inherently sequential, we need to use an appropriate algorithm solving the circuit value problem (CVP) 23]. The version of CVP we use is the monotone, alternating, synchronous, fan-in 2, fan-out 2 CVP, which is known to be P-complete 14] . This version has a very regular structure. We refer to this version of CVP as restricted CVP. By Theorem 2.1, a topological circuit evaluation algorithm for evaluating restricted CVP is inherently sequential. In performing the NC reduction showing the stack implementation of BFS is inherently sequential, it will be useful to assume circuit instances are valid codings of circuits. It is easy to write an NC Proof: Let f S denote the ow function for the stack BFS algorithm shown in Figure 1 . To prove the theorem we provide an FP-complete function that is NC reducible to f S . Let f C denote the ow function for restricted CVP with the underlying circuit evaluation algorithm being the standard topological circuit evaluation algorithm. Without loss of generality, we assume the inputs are proper codings of circuits. We reduce f C to f S by a family of NC circuits h n i. Consider an input C to f C having M gates. We assume the output gate is numbered M and the circuit's rst level is an OR level. Suppose C is coded as x 1 ; : : :; x n by the standard encoding 26].
The idea behind the reduction is to construct from C a graph G to be input to an oracle gate for f S that determines the values of all gates in C. By sorting the input values to C, the search conducted by the stack BFS algorithm on G partitions gates evaluating to true at each level from those evaluating to false. An extra column of nodes added to G forms the boundary of the partition.
The circuit is simulated by the search order in the following way: on OR levels outputs that were true on the preceding AND level are used rst in the search, and thus, can pick out all true OR gates rst; on AND levels output values that were false on the preceding OR level are used rst in the search, and thus, can pick out all false AND gates rst. From the ow function value f S (G), the order in which vertices are visited within their level relative to the extra column vertex appearing in that level can be computed. This determines the values of all gates in C.
The graph G constructed has the same basic structure as C. The adjacency list order of the remaining nodes is arbitrary. Let e 0 ; : : :; e d denote the vertices of the extra column starting from the inputs and continuing towards the outputs, where d is the depth of C. Notice, e 0 comes between the boundary of the false and true inputs. For each arc (u; v) in the instance of restricted CVP there is a corresponding edge in G connecting the vertices that corresponded to gates u and v of the circuit. A special vertex s is added from which the search is to originate; s is connected to e 0 and all vertices corresponding to inputs. It is not hard to see that gate g i is true if and only if l is odd (even) corresponding to an OR (AND) level in C and e l is visited after (before) the vertex in G corresponding to gate g i . The circuit family constructed to compute f C is easily seen to be an NC circuit family.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 does not use the typical local replacement of gates by \gadgets" 15]. It uses a global partitioning of gates. The technique is very di erent from the one Reif used to prove greedy DFS is P-complete 25] . The reduction can also be used to show that the natural stack BFS problem de ned based on the stack BFS algorithm is P-complete 13]. 
Ordered DFS for Dags is in NC
The main focus of this section is the parallel complexity of DFS. A speci cation of the sequential greedy DFS algorithm with input graphs represented by xed ordered adjacency lists was given by Reif 25] . In his algorithm we assume the vertices are numbered consecutively as they are visited. The numbering constructed is called an ordered DFS numbering of the graph and is equal to the pre-order numbering of the DFS tree. The adjective \ordered" is used to emphasize the xed order of the adjacency lists. We refer to this algorithm as the greedy DFS algorithm. We present an NC algorithm for computing an ordered DFS numbering of a dag. The algorithm is used later as a subroutine to prove a queue based BFS algorithm is in NC. First, we present a de nition.
De nition 4.1 A cross edge is an edge fv; wg such that v is neither an ancestor nor a descendant of w. A DFS tree of an undirected connected graph G is a spanning tree of G for which no edge of G is a cross edge.
We are interested in nding a fast, parallel algorithm to construct a DFS numbering or alternatively, to construct a DFS tree. Reif showed performing a greedy DFS is P-complete 25]. We show constructing the greedy DFS tree for a dag is in NC. More speci cally, we show an ordered DFS numbering can be computed in O(log 2 n) time and n 3 log 2 n processors on a CREW PRAM. This is equivalent to showing that an ordered DFS tree, the tree based on the ordered DFS numbering, can be constructed in NC for dags or a greedy DFS for dags can be performed in NC. From the numbering it is easy to pick out the edges for the tree.
There are two parts to the main result of this section. The rst half is showing that the lexmin path, de ned below, between two nodes in a dag can be constructed in NC. This is an important step because it is known that greedy DFS can be reduced to computing lexmin paths. More precisely, given a starting vertex s, the ordered depth-rst search tree rooted at s can be computed by unioning in NC all lexmin paths from s to other vertices. The second part involves showing an ordered DFS numbering for a dag can be computed in NC.
De nition 4.2 Given a graph G = (V; E) with xed ordered adjacency lists representation, and two vertices s and t, the lexicographically minimum (lexmin) path P from s to t is the path computed by algorithm Lexmin.
Lexmin(s; t) 1 . P the empty path; current s; 2. while current 6 = t do f add to P the rst edge (current, j) appearing on the adjacency list of current in which t is reachable from j; g 3. current j; In Theorem 4.1 a maximal path from s was de ned to be a path from s that could not be extended because all neighbors of its endpoint were already on the path 5]. The lexmin maximal path is the lexicographically least maximal path. Theorem 4.1 indicates that the greedy algorithm for computing the lexmin maximal path is inherently sequential for general directed graphs. For the case where the graphs are restricted to dags, however, the following theorem provides an NC algorithm for computing the lexmin path between any two vertices in the graph. Theorem 4.2 Let G = (V; E) be a dag with a xed ordered adjacency list representation. Let n = jV j. The problem of computing the n ? 1 lexmin paths in G between any designated root vertex s and all other vertices t can be solved in time O(log 2 n) using n 3 log 2 n processors on a CREW PRAM.
Proof: Without loss of generality, all nodes in the graph are assumed to be connected from s. A procedure PATH is given that constructs the n ? 1 lexmin paths from s to all other vertices t.
procedure PATH 1. In parallel, for all vertices t, determine the set V t of all vertices from which t is reachable. 2. In parallel, for all vertices t, for all u 2 V t pick the rst edge appearing on u's adjacency list that goes to a vertex in the reachability set V t . These edges are put in the set E t . There are n ? 1 such sets. 3. In parallel, form the new graphs H t = (V t ; E t ), and extract the unique path in each H t occurring between s and t. There are n ? 1 such paths.
In step 2 we are computing the lexmin paths for di erent endpoints t independently, once we have the transitive closure. Let t be an arbitrary vertex in G. Since It is easy to see the above procedure computes the lexmin maximal path from s and runs in NC. The following theorem that shows computing an ordered DFS tree for a dag can be done in NC 2 . Theorem 4.3 The problem of computing an ordered DFS tree for a dag G = (V; E) with n = jV j given a start vertex s can be solved in O(log 2 n) time using n 3 log 2 n processors on a CREW PRAM.
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume all vertices in G can be reached from s. By the de nition of the lexmin path and the manner in which an ordered DFS is constructed, it follows that each vertex in G will get entered via its lexmin path during a greedy DFS. This result can be proved by contradiction in a straightforward manner and is omitted. By applying the procedure PATH presented in the proof of Theorem 4.2, all of the n ? 1 lexmin paths from s can be found within the stated bounds. From s, n ? 1 lexmin paths P 1 ; : : :; P jV j?1 are formed. Since each vertex in an ordered DFS is entered via its lexmin path, it follows that the union of P 1 ; : : :; P jV j?1 yields the ordered DFS tree of G if the children of each node are ordered according to the xed adjacency lists. Because the union of P 1 ; : : :; P jV j?1 can be computed e ciently, it follows that the ordered DFS tree can be constructed within the bounds stated in the theorem.
The theorem stated below summarizes the results of this section.
Theorem 4.4 An ordered depth-rst search numbering can be computed in NC 2 for dags.
Proof: Let G = (V; E) be a tree rooted at s represented by xed ordered adjacency lists. The ordered DFS numbering of G originating from s can be computed in O(log n) time and n processors on an EREW PRAM using the Euler Tour technique on trees 29]. Applying Theorem 4.3 yields the result.
Ordered BFS Numbering is in NC
A greedy algorithm for performing a BFS of a graph is illustrated in Figure 4 . We call the algorithm the queue BFS algorithm to emphasize the implementation. Notice, the algorithm speci es the order in which vertices are visited within a given level. This order is important. We prove that the order in which the nodes are visited within a given level can be determined in NC. The numbering of the vertices as speci ed by the queue BFS algorithm is called an ordered breath-rst search numbering. Figure 2 (c) illustrates the ordered BFS numbering. A natural decision problem based on the queue BFS algorithm is de ned below. In this section we show the problem is in NC.
De nition 5.1 Ordered Breadth First Search Problem
Instance: A graph G = (V; E), a start vertex s, and two designated vertices u and v. Problem: Determine if u is visited before v while running the queue BFS algorithm on G with start vertex s.
The queue BFS algorithm constructs a breadth-rst search tree as de ned below.
De nition 5.2 A BFS tree rooted at vertex s of a graph G is a spanning tree of G whose edges (v; w) are such that the distance from s to w minus the distance from s to v is one.
First we show the existence of an NC algorithm to construct an ordered BFS numbering of a graph G given an oracle to compute an ordered DFS numbering of a dag. Proof: Let G = (V; E) be the input graph with xed ordered adjacency list representation. Let n = jV j and s be the start vertex. Without loss of generality, assume G is directed and that all vertices are reachable from s. The ordered BFS level numbers for all vertices in V and also a numbering of the vertices indicating the order in which they were visited by the queue BFS algorithm must be produced using an oracle node for computing ordered DFS numbers for dags.
The following procedure REDUCE, which can be implemented within the bounds stated in the theorem, is the crux of the proof. REDUCE takes as input G, produces the BFS level number for each node, and assigns each node its ordered BFS number indicating the order the vertex was visited within its level.
procedure REDUCE 4. In parallel, sort all nodes of H using the BFS level numbers as the major sort key and the ordered DFS numbers as the minor sort key.
5. The rank of a vertex v in the sorted list produced in step 4 is the BFS number of v.
It is easy to see that H has the same ordered BFS numbering as G. G and H may not have the same ordered DFS numbering because it is possible that some of the edges deleted from G in step 2 of procedure REDUCE could occur in the ordered DFS tree of G but not H. Lemma 5.1 presented below proves the numbers assigned in step 5 are correct. This is because the order in which nodes are visited within a given level during execution of the queue BFS algorithm on H is the same order in which they are visited during execution of the greedy DFS algorithm on H (Lemma 5.1).
The rst two steps of REDUCE can be implemented in O(log 2 n) time using M(n) processors on an EREW PRAM. The third step of REDUCE only requires constant time. By the results of Cole 6] and Wyllie 30] , it follows that steps 4 and 5 can be implemented within the same bounds as step 1 on the EREW PRAM. This shows REDUCE can be implemented using O(log 2 n) time and M(n) processors on an EREW PRAM. The proof of the theorem is complete contingent on the proof of the lemma.
A layered dag is a dag whose edges (u; v) are such that the BFS level number of u is exactly one less than the BFS level number of v. The BFS level numbers can be assigned using the queue BFS algorithm starting from a vertex having no \in" edges. The width of a layered dag is the maximum number of nodes occurring at any layer.
Lemma 5.1 Let T be a layered dag. Let L denote the maximum depth of any vertex in T and let i be such that 0 i L. Let W denote the width of T and let j be such that 1 j W. The order in which the nodes at level i are visited during execution of the queue BFS algorithm is the same as they are visited by the greedy DFS algorithm, assuming the same start vertex s. The queue BFS algorithm and the greedy DFS algorithm construct the same trees on input T.
Proof idea: The rst half of the proof is by a straightforward induction on i and j.
It remains to show the trees constructed are the same. Without loss of generality, we assume T is connected. Let B be the tree constructed by the queue BFS algorithm and let D be the tree constructed by the greedy DFS algorithm. We need to show that B equals D. Suppose 6 Breadth-Depth Search is Inherently Sequential
In this section we examine a search strategy called breadth-depth search (BDS). The BDS algorithm is shown in Figure 5 . BDS combines features of both BFS and DFS. The search order produced by the algorithm is di erent from a BFS in that it does not proceed level by level in visiting nodes; it is di erent from DFS in that the algorithm has a breadth component. by the ordered DFS algorithm. It is easy to verify that the reduction can be done in NC. Since the BDS algorithm runs in polynomial time, the proof of the theorem is complete for undirected graphs.
A similar reduction works for directed graphs since ordered DFS is P-complete for directed graphs as well.
This result combined with Theorem 2.1 shows the BDS algorithm is inherently sequential.
Summary
This paper formalized the notion of an inherently sequential algorithm, proved the inherently sequential nature of breadth-depth search and stack breadth-rst search, and demonstrated NC membership of ordered depth-rst search in dags and general queue breadth-rst search. It would be interesting to nd other sequential algorithms whose parallel complexities seem to rely strongly on the underlying data structures. From such results, it may be possible to make some general statements about what data structures are appropriate for parallel programs.
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